Locate and Process Serving
Verity’s Locate and Process Serving
services aim to provide a high
standard of legal support to accurately
locate defendants and witnesses, and
to ensure secure delivery of legal
documents and notifications.
Our Quality Service

Our Professional Approach

Locate Defendants
When a defendant is identified, the next step is to
locate. However, limited information may be found
and in some cases, defendants may have moved or
even try to avoid the case. With our experience
and extensive network, we ensure defendants are
correctly located in a timely manner.

Investigate by Trustworthy Staff
While other third party services use messengers
to deliver documents or outsource investigative
actions, we strongly believe to conduct all actions
by our experienced full time staff. This will
ensure the trustworthiness and reliability of all
obtained evidence, and secure delivery of all
documents.

Locate Witnesses
It is critical to have the right witnesses to build a
strong case. Unfortunately, locating witnesses can
be a rather challenging process. For this reason,
we utilize our intelligence expertise to access
in-depth information to successfully locate, find,
and determine the correct witnesses. In addition,
we also provide service in locating the most
qualified expert witnesses to help understand a
case in order to reach a sound decision.
Process Serving
We possess extensive experience in process
serving and are familiar with the legislation, which
enables safe and efficient delivery of legal
documents and timely enforcement of judgment at
all times.

Comprehensive Research
Detailed research is performed on the individual
to learn his/her background information, contact
details and addresses to facilitate further
investigation. Internet and media search is also
conducted to ascertain the individual’s personal
and lifestyle information.
Physical Visits
Conduct visits to study the environment and
interact with people in the area to learn his/her
whereabouts.
Surveillance
Carry out surveillance to closely observe the
individual’s facts and daily activities.

To learn more about Verity’s Locate and Process Serving services,
call us at (852) 2581 9696 or email to info@verity.com.hk
www.verity.com.hk
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